
LO: To learn to show how a character’s dilemma can be influenced by events

Chapter 9



Recap Chapters 7 & 8
Sudden Death  &  The Promise



Chapter 9: The Arrest of Muff Potter

Make notes while you listen to/read this 
chapter

• What clues led the townspeople to believe who was guilty?
• What was Injun Joe’s response to Muff’s plea for help?
• How are Tom and Huck feeling throughout?
• How did Tom make his conscience feel more easy?



electric shock       bloody knife           suspicious behaviour     entire  community had gathered 

their eyes met guiltily               expressionless face                         trembled form head to foot 

eyes full  of fear                               unmoving in shock and horror               terror increased 

sold himself to the devil                          fearful secret                                                guilty conscience 

his face went white                    the boy’s hand shook                  keep Tom’s conscience quiet etc  

Find these words and phrases in the text

Discuss why the author has used these in the text



Match these images to the phrases on the previous slide



Dilemma:  noun/a situation that makes problems, 

often one in which you have to make a very difficult choice 
between things of equal importance

SYNONYM predicament

What is Tom’s Dilemma?

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/predicament


Well, you don’t need to get involved; it’s 
actually nothing to do with you.

But Tom, you were there.  You saw exactly
what happened.  You know that Muff is 
innocent.

Tom might be hearing in his head:



Write a conversation that Tom might be 
hearing inside his head.
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